vertices were determined within the three-point Quantum chromodynamics sum rules method with and without consideration of the SU f (3) symmetry. The coupling constants were calculated for off-shell charm and K * cases. Considering the non-perturbative effect of the correlation function, as the most important contribution, the quark-quark, quark-gluon, and gluon-gluon condensate corrections were estimated and were compared with other predictive methods.
where g D * s D * K * and g Ds1D1K * is the strong form factor. Using the introduced form of the Lagrangian, the elements related to the D
where q = p − p ′ . The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section II, the quark-quark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon condensate contributions, considering the non-perturbative effects of the Borel transform scheme, are discussed in order to calculate the strong form factors of the D D * α =cγ α u, j , and K * mesons. As described in Fig. 1 , T , p and p ′ are time ordering product and four momentum of the initial and final mesons respectively.
Considering the OPE scheme in the phenomenological approach, the correlation functions (Eqs. (5)- (8) ) can be written in terms of several tensor structures which their coefficients are found using the sum rules. It is clear from Eqs. (3 & 4) that the form factor g D * s D * K * is used for the fourth Lorentz structure which can be extracted from the sum rules. We choose the Lorentz structure because of its fewer ambiguities in the 3PSR approach, i.e. less influence of higher dimension of the condensates and better stability as function of the Borel mass parameter [3] . For these reasons, the g µα q ν structure is chosen which is assumed to better formulate the problem.
In order to calculate the phenomenological part of the correlation functions in Eqs. (5)- (8), three complete sets of intermediate states with the same quantum number as the currents j 
, and 0|j
where m V and f V are the masses and decay constants of mesons 
The phenomenological part of the g µα q ν structure associated with the D s1 D 1 K * vertex for off-shell D 1 and K * mesons can be expressed as
Using the operator product expansion in Euclidean region and assuming p 2 , p ′2 → −∞, one can calculate the QCD side of the correlation function (Eqs. (5)- (8)) which contains perturbative and non-perturbative terms. Using the double dispersion relation for the coefficient of the Lorentz structure g µα q ν appearing in the correlation function (Eqs.
where
is spectral density and M stands for off-shell charm and K * mesons. The Cutkoskys rule allows us to obtain the spectral densities of the correlation function for the Lorentz structure appearing in the correlation function. As shown in Fig. 1 , the leading contribution comes from the perturbative term. As a result, the spectral densities are obtained in the case of the double discontinuity in Eq. (12) for the vertices; see Appendix-A. In order to consider the non-perturbative part of the correlation functions for the case of spectator light quark (for off-shell charm meson ), we proceed to calculate the non-perturbative contributions in the QCD approach which contain the quark-quark and quark-gluon condensates [21] . Fig. 2 describes the important quark-quark and quarkgluon condensates from the non-perturbative contribution of the off-shell charm mesons [21] . In the 3PSR frame work, when the heavy quark is a spectator (for off-shell K * meson), the gluon-gluon contribution can be considered. Considering the perturbative and nonperturbative parts of the correlation function in order to suppress the contributions of the higher states, the strong form factors can be calculated in the phenomenological side by equating the two representations of the correlation function and applying the Borel transformations with respect to the
). The equations for the strong form factors g
The equations describing the strong form factors g K * Ds1D1K * and g D1 Ds1D1K * can be written as
where the quantities s [22] . Moreover, the leptonic decay constants of the vertices are: f K * = 220 ± 5 [22] , f D * s = 314 ± 19 [23] , f D * = 242 ± 12 [23] , f Ds1 = 225 ± 20 [24] and f D1 = 219 ± 11 [25] .
There are four auxiliary parameters containing the Borel mass parameters M 1 and M 2 and continuum thresholds s
in Eqs. (13 & 14) . The strong form factors and coupling constants are physical quantities which are independent of the mass parameters and continuum thresholds. However, the continuum thresholds are not completely arbitrary and can be related to the energy of the first exited state. The values of the continuum thresholds are taken to be s
and M We get M 2 1 = 15 GeV 2 , and calculate the strong form factors g D * s D * K * in some points of Q 2 via the 3PSR formalism. To extract the coupling constants from the form factors, it is needed to extend the Q 2 dependency of the strong form factors to the ranges that the sum rule results are not valid. Therefore, we fitted two sets of points (boxes and circles ) imposing the condition that the two resulting parameterizations lead to the same result for Q 2 = −m 2 m , where m m is the mass of the off-shell mesons. This procedure is sufficient to reduce the uncertainties. It is found that the sum rule predictions of the form factors in Eqs . (13 & 14) are well fitted to the function
The values of the parameters A and B are given in Table I So-called harder is used. In the present analysis we find that the form factor is harder when the lighter meson is off-shell. This is in line with the results of our previous work [17] , whereas this is in contrast with other previous calculations quoted by the authors [26, 27] . 
set I set II Form factor
A(δ1, δ In order to estimate the error of the calculated parameters, variations of the Borel parameter, continuum thresholds and leptonic decay constants, as the most significant reasons of the uncertainties are considered.
To investigate the value of the strong coupling constant via the SU f (3) symmetry, the mass of the s quark is ignored in all equations. Calculated parameters A and B for the g D * s D * K * and g Ds1D1K * vertices, considering (δ, δ ′ ) = (0.70, 0.50) GeV, are given in Table III with g D * D * ρ , considering other methods described in references [2, 3] , are given in Table V . It is found that the results of the calculated parameters are in reasonable agreement with that of the references [2, 3] and a factor of two order of magnitude larger in comparison with the references [28, 29] . in the frame work of 3-point sum rules of Quantum chromodynamics with and without consideration of the SU f (3) symmetry. Considering non-perturbative contributions of the correlation functions, the quark-quark, quark-gluon, and gluon-gluon condensate corrections were estimated as the most effective terms. It was found from the numerical results that the obtained coupling constants are in good agreement with the other prediction methods described in references [2, 3] . 
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Appendix-A
In this appendix, the explicit expressions of spectral densities are given as:
Where coefficients in the spectral densities are given as: 
